
No, it's not the Alps... 
it’s an aerial view of 
Ben Nevis’ Ledge Route, 
made possible by drone 
photography.
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is it to pilot a drone while wielding an ice axe, and 
how dangerous is it juggling such a big distraction 
alongside some challenging mountaineering?

“The way the conditions were, it was 
quite banked out,” says Rob, “so it was quite 
straightforward. You can sometimes get an ice pitch 
further down – but not in this case – and some of the 
early mixed ground was also easier because of the build-
up of snow. Without appearing arrogant I did feel in control the 
whole time, and I had the presence of mind to realise that that’s got 
to come before all filming concerns. I’ve soloed the Ledge Route 
before, so I knew I was happy on the ground, but of course there 
was always that obvious danger that focusing on the shot was 
going to distract me from the mountaineering.”

The Ledge Route fitted the bill perfectly in this case, as not only were 
the conditions ideal on the day that Rob attempted it, but he “wanted 
something I could move quickly on, to show the entire route. If I’d picked 
something harder I would have only been able to show a static 
section of climbing. I wanted something fluid.”

Then came the challenge of piloting and managing the drone 
itself – a device that requires no little degree of mastery. Although 
Rob has been flying for two years, has a commercial licence to do 
so and was using a modern control panel complete with live video 

feed and all types of speed, altitude and location 
readouts – it still doesn’t make for an easy task.  
In 2014 one of his earlier drones suffered a battery 
malfunction and crashed to a watery grave in Loch 

Duich at the base of Eilean Donan Castle. He was 
determined that this not happen again. 
“The battery life on the DJI Phantom 2, which I used 

on The Ben, is a claimed 25 minutes,” he says, “but in those 
cold conditions with lots of movement I was only getting 8-10 
minutes per battery. I could see the full telemetry on my screen, so 
every time it began to run out I had to bring it in, make a snow 
platform for myself and one for it to land on, change the battery 
and then let it take off. That was the dodgiest bit. I had visions of 
it slipping down the snow slope into the void instead of lifting off 
safely.” In order to accommodate for these short-lived batteries, 
Rob had to complete the Ledge Route from bottom to top in less 
than 30 minutes, allowing four power packs on the route itself and 
one final one for the descent off the summit via No 4 Gully. 

“It’s the epitome of an alpine ridge,” says Rob of the route, “and 
aerial footage just serves to show off the winter mountaineering 
routes we have in Britain. That sweeping snow crest at the top 
could be anywhere in the world, but in the UK they’re so much 
more accessible.” Thanks to him they’re now even more so. T

Take a quadcopter. Fit a high-def camera 
to it. Fly it up Ben Nevis. What have you 
got? A mountain photography revolution. 

If you’re one of the 20,000 people who saw Rob Johnson’s 
aerial footage of Ben Nevis’ Ledge Route during its first week 
online in March, then you’ll already know how stunning it is. 
If you’re not, then this image will give you some impression. 

It’s gob-smacking, jaw-dropping stuff, showcasing the grandeur 
of Britain’s tallest mountain in the finest way possible. The north 
face looks Himalayan, the banked-out ridge Alpine, the colourful 
figure ascending the route impossibly small and lost in the scale of 
the mountainside around him. But find out how this footage was 
captured and it becomes more intriguing still.

Trail caught up with Rob – an experienced mountaineering 
instructor and the magazine’s resident skills guru – to get the 
full story. “The first thing I thought when I saw the footage I’d 
got was: ‘Wow! What an incredible bit of mountain the Ledge 
Route really is’!” says Rob. “[The drone] only has to be around 
30 metres away and it’s amazing what a different perspective it 
gives, especially with ridges. Using this quadcopter I can go up 
to 500m away to get traditional helicopter shots, but I can also 
get much, much closer than a helicopter ever could. So you get 
big perspectives and long pan outs, as well as getting some of the 
action up close.”

The results speak for themselves, but to Trail’s mind the challenge 
of shooting video on winter routes raises two questions: how hard 
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Behind the picture

 Visit filmuphigh.com 
to see the full video and 
more examples of Rob’s 

aerial drone work.


